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AreDentists
Advising
Patients
aboutLongevity
of Restorations?
. CR only studied several of the commonly accomplished dental
restorations. There are many more types of restorations.
. It is doubtful that many dentists are informing patients about the expected
service longevity when suggestingtypes of fixed and removable
restorations.
. Several decadesago, function and long-term service were stressedin
dentistry, and esthetic concernswere minimized primarily becauseof lack
of available successfulesthetic restorations.
. That emphasishas changedto stressingesthetic concernsmore than long-
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term service.The successfulavailability of IPS e.max and zirconia indirect
restorationshave been responsiblefor this significant changeto 90o/oof fixed
indirect restorationsbeing ceramic.Also, implants have greatly improved the
clinical success,longevity,and estheticsof removablerestorations.
GRGONGLUSIONS:
. Both CRsurvey data and literature data show similar conclusionswith a few eyceptions.
. Amalgam'servesmore than doublethe amount of time reportedfor composite.
. The larger the composite or amalgam restoration, the shorter the expectedlongevity.
. Gold alloy onlays and full crowns serve far longer than any other tooth restoration.
. PFM crowns ierve significantly fewer years than gold alloy crowns.
. PFM three-unit prosthesesserve a shorter time than PFM crowns.

Zirconia and IPS e.m.x are too new to have conclusive long-term data, but the respondentswere hesitant to place them into long-term
expectation categories.
. Removable partial and complete dentureshave varied and limited longevity expectations,with most responsessuggesting6-15 years.
. The article shows both scientific and empirical data that will greatly assistyou when providing informed consentfor patients
. Informed consent and instruction on diet and oral hygiene, as well as all other expected factors relating to restoration longevity, is
mandatory for optimurh patient understanding of restoration expectations.
. Dental restorations have finite lifetimes directly related to proper clinical technique and patient iliet anal oral hygiene. CR suggests that
patients should be informed of these factors during their trestment plans and at completion of treatmenL
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NoiseExposure
in Dentistry
- A recent CR survey of 920 clinicians showed that two-thirds of respondentseither have (40%) or possibly have (28o/o)experiencedhearing
chall-ngei*liile practicing dentistry. 78o/oof cliniCianswho have hearing ch€llenfeSTelt thalden'tal nolse had-somewhat(40%), or to a gTeaaexlent (38o/o),contributed to their hearing loss;23o/ofelt that their hearing loss was mainly in a single eat (unilateral), consistentwith noiseinduced hearing loss from a directional source.Also, many dentistshave a "notch" (permanent threshold shift) in their audiogramsat around
2-8kHz, indicative of noise-inducedhearing loss.
Various safety organizationshave set recommendedexposure
limits for daily occupational noise exposureat 85-90 decibels.
Most studies on dental practice noise levels indicate that dental
professionalsare generally at low risk of noise-inducedhearing
loss (seechart).
It is generally agreedthat dental equipment noise is:
. Intermittent (often -2 hours/day)
. Recurrent (daily, often for decades)
. Within allowable limits (often 68-91 dBA)
CR survey data, observational data, and the wide range in
dental noise levels indicate that there is potential to exceed
exposure limits, and that repeated exposure over decades
may have negative effects on hearing. Each clinician should
carefully consiiler individuql risk factors.
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